Modification Highlights for Executive Orders VR-201-T and VR-202-T

NOTE: Global change for Executive Orders and Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Manuals (IOM); changed revision letter from S to T.

Part I: Executive Order

Legal Language:
- Added “whereas” paragraph in VR-202 describing the nature of the amendment request from Veeder-Root to add the wired low powered pressure sensor, part number 861190-201, as an alternate ISD pressure sensor for dispenser application.
- Added “whereas” paragraph in VR-201 stating the wired low powered pressure sensor is added only to VR-202 and the change to revision “T” is to make it consistent with VR-202.

Exhibit 1:
- Removed footnote #1 and re-numbered the existing footnotes.
- Added “or 861190-201” as an alternate Vapor Pressure Sensor in Section II In-Station Diagnostics, Option 1-Veeder-Root Equipment in VR-202.
- Removed “Wired” and “Wireless” from Figure 1-ISD-VR-3 in VR-202.

Exhibit 2:
- Changed IOM “28” to IOM “10” on Page 26, section entitled “RF Wireless Components” in VR-202
- Removed “Wired” and “Wireless” from Figure 2-ISD-VR-3, Page 29 in VR-202.

Part II: ARB Approved Installation, Operation, and Maintenance Manual (IOM)

- Added alternate wired low powered pressure sensor, part number 861190-201 in Tables 1 and 2 in IOM Section 10, Pressure Sensor Installation Guide.